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Va. Senate
To Study
Pot Reforms
By DEB SEMPLE
Several states fine marijuana
•u=«r«.<Myth«»v »¥Quld-a traffic

offender.
Others have
reduced strict criminal
sanctions.against the private
use of marijuana to a
misdemeanor
However, there are no
proposals on the Virginia state
legislature's docket to reduce
the criminal sanctions for
private use of marijuana in
Virginia, although one state
committee is studying recent
reform measures.
Attorney Peter Myers of
the National Organization for

In The Breeze
Today. . .

Side Show - Breeze
Section, pages 4-8

Arts

the Reform of Marijuana Law
(NORML) said leniency on
marijuana usage isn't pervading the Virginia state
senate as it is in the nearby
states of Pennsylvania, New
Jersey and New York.
Myers attributes this lack
of action to the conservatism
of the state legislature.
"The marijuana issue is ton

radical to come before the
entire state for a decision," he
said. He indicated that the
drug restriction question is too
controversial a topic to be
resolved in the few weeks the
legislature meets in a year.
However, State Senator
George
Aldhizer
of
Harrisonburg said the Audit
and Review Subcommittee is
studying the most recent
marijuana reports. They'll
review these findings in
context with the state's
position
on
marijuana
regulation, the senator stated.
The committee is expected
to file a summary of the study,
and its recommendations to
the Audit and Review Commission, of which Senator
Aldhizer is a member, within
thirty days.
Senator Aldhizer wasn't
sure what changes, if any,
would be made in loosening
criminal sanction against
marijuana users.
He
suggested
the
possibility of making private
use
of
marijuana
a
misdemeanor' instead of a
criminal offense. Under this
procedure a user would be
subject to a fine or civil offense citation rather than a
jail sentence.
Since 1973 five states have
decriminalized or reduced
punishment for private use of
the weed.
Robert Carr of the Drug
(Continued on Page 11)

A QUIET PLACE to read alone may
sometimes be hard to find on the Madison

College Campus, but Vicky Mendenhall seems
to have found the ideal place in Gifford dorm.

Work to Begin in '7*'.

Student Union Theatre
Faces Assembly Approval

Bv GREGORY RYRNF.
By
BYRNE
A proposed $883,000 movie
theatre and rathskeller
complex to be added to the
Warren Campus Center is still
in the planning states, according to Fred Hilton,
Assistant Vice-President of
public affairs.
The
complex,
first
proposed last fall by Director
,of Student Services James
Logan and his co-workers, has
been entered into the coming
year's capital outlay proposal,
and is expected to go before
the General Assembly in in
January.
Should the assembly approve the expenditure, work is

•>
expected to begin in July of
1976, with tentative completion date of January 1978.
Bids will be taken only
after approval by the
assembly.
As proposed, the theatre
will seat approximately 600 800 people, and will be used for
both movies and CPB sponsored plays, according to
Logan.
"It's getting to the point
where it is very difficult to
reserve Wilson Hall," Logan
said, "And some people who
want to use it are not getting
the opportunity to."
Logan said that the theatre

M. M.
would be available for booking
in the same way that Wilson is
booked
to
various
organizations. "No one will
have a monopoly on it," he
asserted.
The design, by Wright,
Jones, and Wilkerson Inc.,
calls for the addition to be
situated at the north end of the
WCC with the main doors
opening onto the back patio of
the center and the adjoining
sidewalk. The east side of the
building would face on the
employees parking lot adjoining the center.
Wright Jones and
(Continued on Page 9)

Student Gas-Guzzlers:

Serve YourselfAnd Save Money

GASOLINE PRICES ARE rising. But there
are ways to beat them. Try self-service

pumps, ride your bike more or sell your car.

By TIM O'LEARY
A random survey of area
gasoline prices shows that
Hop-Ins self-service station
on Pleasant Hill Road sells the
least expensive gas in the
Harrisonburg vicinity.
Hop-In prices are quoted at
52.9 for regular and 53.9 for nolead.
College Exxon Service
Center, at 1001 S. Main St.,
directly opposite the quad,
registered one of the highest
price quotations in the area,
charging 59.9 for regular, 61.9
for no-lead, and 63.9 for hitest.
Robert Layman, manager
of the Exxon station, blamed
the variance in prices on the
absence of paid employees at

the self-service pump. "We
(Exxon) have full service,
rather than self-service,"
explained Layman.
One reason for the price
difference, according to Paul
Clinedinst, who manages Port
Road Phillips 66, is the lower
octane of gasoline sold at most
self-service stations.
"The
gas is different and the octane
is different. "He noted that all
gasoline produced by the
major oil companies has to be
of the same octane.
^However, an employee at
the Hop-In self service station
said that Hop-In's gas has the
same octane level as that of
the major oil companies since
(Continued on Page 11)
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Nursing Story

*1

Not Accurate
To the Editor:
•

I would like to thank the
reporters on the Breeze Staff
for their article on the
Madison College Nursing
Program in the September 5th
issue. However, I would like
to make the following
correction.
Madison College has not
received final program approval for its Nursing
Program from either the
Virginia State Council of
Higher Education nor the
Virginia State Board of
Nursing. Planning approval
.-_.«._ uttta araalcil tm. tUm. O^IL.-*-. »-

"lftf4.""Program apVovaf wilf
not be sought by Madison until
December, 1975.
It is unfortunate that this
clarification was not brought
out in the article. Madison
will be accepting students to
the clinical component of the
Program in September, 1976,
pending final approval of the
Virginia State Council of
Higher Education and the
Virginia State
Nursing.

Board of

Barbara D. Marks
Head, Department of Nursing

~n icentenniel
revity
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A 'Flexible Free Speech
By EARLE MAIMAN
Ever since the day in 1275 when England's
Parliament outlawed "any false news or tales
whereby discord...may grow between the King
and his realm," men have been struggling to
protect their right to speak freely. At the same
time governments, driven by the desire to
protect themselves from criticism or to
establish national codes of morality, developed
and adopted increasingly elaborate systems to
prohibit various types of expression. It was
against just such a system, history tells us,
that the American colonists revolted.
As the bicentennial year commemorates
this American revolution, we will all no doubt
hear fervent orators lauding the labors of the
Founding Fathers. No doubt they will praise
those brave patriots for giving us a constitution
that, in its very first amendment, sternly
warns: "Congress shall make no law abridging
freedom of speech."
Implicit in their words, our bicentennial
speakers have assumed two things: that the
framers of the constitution were concerned
about freedom of expression and thus
deliberately chose to give American citizens
carte blanche to speak as they pleased, and
that our system of freedom of expression has
remained basically intact since 1791.
Both of these assumptions are very appealing to our national pride. On the other
hand, no real system of free expression can
last very long if people can't or won't critically
evaluate the "truths" that they are asked to
accept on faith As such, it is incumbent upon
us to understand the bases upon which the
First Amendment was created and to evaluate
our national fidelity to the founding fathers'
original concept of free expression.
The first amendment is an absolute

statement: "Congress shall make no law
abridging freedom of speech." Nevertheless,
it is very difficult to determine precisely what
the Constitutional framers intended when they
wrote those words. Without doubt, there was
great zeal for the cause of free expression
before the Revolution. Benjamin Franklin,
lor example, was wont to argue that printing
and speaking ought to be free so that "men
could promote and oppose various opinions"
arid so that "truth could overmatch error."
.John Adams, angered by British attempts to
censor the Boston Gazette, wrote to its editors:
The stale, impudent insinuations of slander
and sedition, with which the gormandizers of
power have endeavored to discredit your
paper, are so much the more to your honor; for
the jaws of power are always stretched out, if
possible, to destroy the freedom of thinking,
speaking, and writing.
However, once the Revolution had begun,
colonial dedication to the ideal of free expression seemed to diminish. By 1776. for
example. Adams advocated the censoring of
"unfriendly newspapers...so that slanders
upon public men and measures will be
lessened." At the same time, the Continental
Congress passed a resolution urging the
colonial governments to prevent people from
being "deceived and drawn into erroneous
opinion " Patriotic colonists who once had
protested England's arbitrary limits on expression now telt tree to tar and feather the
IMihlishcrs of Troy newspapers and to burn
their presses to the ground.
i <>si wai America showed no great
re\ itali/.ation <tl the free speech spirit. Bet<< oiitimud on Ifott .!)

On The Lighter Side"

Trouble At HoJo's
By GREOOftY BYRNE.
A group of disgruntled freshmen came
storming into the office yesterday, and just
happened to stop by my desk. Well, not just
happened to; I was the only one around. They
were carrying torches and a horrible effigy of
President Carrier with a nasty looking noose
around his neck.
"What's up?" I asked.
"We're going to stage a sit-in on Hillcrest,"
their leader said.
"I wouldn't if I were you," I counseled. "He
doesn't take to student riots."
"But we've got a legitimate complaint," one pleaded. "We can't take it any more."
"Let's hear it," I replied somewhat jaded to
typical student complaints.
"It's that lousy motel. We can't stand it
there."
"What's wrong? I wish I were living at
Howard Johnson's!"
"For one thing, the air conditioning is freezing
us out."
"Its cold?"
"Freezing." He showed me a martini glass, a
dour look coming over his features. "The olive
is frozen."
"And that's not the worst of it," another piped
in. "Just taste this prime rib from the
restaurant. Cold!!"
"And this marvelous old burgundy," a fellow
with a broad Boston accent added, "is a
shade...no, a nuance too, shall we say,
tepid??"
"So what else is wrong with it?" I queried. "It
(( oiitimud on I'iiyc :n
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Frcedpm of Speech
(Continued from Page 2)
\mn I7HI and 1791. only two of the "thirteen .
colonies passed laws abandoning or seriously
limiting their existent restrictions on speech.
» As such, the average colonist had no greater
* Irccdom of speech than he had had as a British
subject. Furthermore, the delegates to the
Constitutional Convention of 1787 showed no
desire to include the principle of protected
speech in the Constitution.
They considered "unnecessary" a proposed
passage calling for the preservation of free
press and speech, and defeated a motion to
inscribe those privileges in the Constitution. It
wasn't until a number of state legislatures
balked at ratification, and demanded a "Bill of
Rights'' to protect essential human freedoms,
that the Constitutional framers were pressured
into writing the First Amendment itself, thus
allowing it to pass into history without as much
as a clue as to its meaning or intent.
As such, it seems that the "free speech"
■xlauscia mu -First^Amendment was oiainlv^a•»--*-

the President, or the United States flag, or
even against any uniform of the U.S. armed
forces Americans have been arrested for such
crimes as: advocating peace in time of war.
advocation racialism as an alternative to our
current economic system, urging blacks to
light lor civil rights and telling "dirty" jokes in
public.
On the other hand, the First Amendment
has been interpreted in such a way as to
protect "symbolic" expression such as
wearing arm bands or defacing the U.S. flag to
protest American involvement in Vietnam. It
has also protected the right of bigots and hatemongers to spew their racist venom at will.
I'ornographers have been allowed to publish
the basest kind of materials as a result of First
Amendment freedoms. Extremists of every
ilk and persuasion have often been protected
by the rights granted to all Americans in the
Constitution's free speech clause.
As such, the status of free speech has been
subject to constant interpretation and reinjej^Dretajioi] .Thfirehave been times in our

puy<*v ~to~-th<?Tcroni«!s tn^Bxn«hge--tor-***»^T«f'*^

ratification of the constitution itself. For that
reason, it is difficult, if not impossible, to tell
what the frarriers intended when they said
"...there will be no law abridging freedom of
speech."
Two facts, however, are clear: 1: The
colonists, in general, were dedicated to the
principle of free speech when their own
freedom was at stake. They were, however,
considerably less dedicated to the principle
when views contrary to their own were being
expressed; and 2: The Constitutional framers
appear to have included the free speech clause
in that document for very pragmatic, rather
than the oft-claimed idealistic, reasons.
In that nobody really knows what Jefferson,
Madison et al really meant when they penned
the First Amendment, it is impossible to
determine how closely our current system of
protected expression approximates the intent
of its creators.
Nevertheless, it is
unquestionably safe to say that over the past
two hundred years, our national attitude
toward free speech has changed drastically
and often.
For example, during the First World War
the United States Congress passed a law
preventing anybody from speaking out against

eV**e^ thumbs*? ten-*

damental areas'of free speech have been
grossly abridged by Congressional or court
action. There have been other times, however,
when the dictates of the First Amendment
have been stretched to include forms of "expression" that would never have been
tolerated by the founding fathers.
Some people might call such a system of
free expression "flexible." Others would call
it uncertain and arbitrary. One's viewpoint
notwithstanding, the First Amendment has
certainly not remained static or corisistant
over the past two hundred years.
"Congress shall make no law abridging
freedom of speech."
The words are impressive, with a rin.g of
finality about them that belies the controversy
that has enveloped them for two centuries. As
the bicentennial year approaches, those words
will be glorified and the men who wrote them
will be praised. In the long run, however, we
might do well to recall the words of Lenny
Bruce, a man for whom the First-Amendment
provided precious little protection. Bruce said,
"Reality isn't what should be, it's what is."
Editor's Note: Mr. Maiman is a debate
instructor with the Communication Arts
Department.

Graham's Shoe
Service

r~nis>®
FOR A CHANGE OF PACETRY US FOR LUNCH!
(COMPLETE NEW MENU)
Enttnunmtm Sun.. Mori .
A Tuei £vtningi.

Heels While You
Wait

Make
WILSON JEWELERS
Your Gift Headquarters
Diamonds-Silver-Pewter-Gifts

(Continued from Page 2)
still seems better than living in a regular
dorm. I live off-campus, and I never get prime
rib."
"We could put up with cold meat, warm wine,
and the air conditioning, but the damn
swimming pool isn't open past 10 p.m. How
can we have swim parties?"
"And the maid service is terrible. My bed
didn't get done till almost 11 this morning, and
then she didn't make hospital corners."
"Well, it does take longer with double-beds," I
observed.^
"Mine's king-size," he rejoined.
"Look," I said, "What do you expect me to do
about it? I'm only a managing editor. What
can I do?"
"Back us in our crusade," they replied as one.
"With your help, we can convice Carrier to
4 agree to our non-negotiable demands."
"Which are?"
"Immediate transferrel to Holiday Inn, and an
air conditioned limousine for transportation."
"What else?"
"A signed agreement making our meal contract good for meals at Lloyd's. Three meals a
day!! Next, a personal valet for each freshman forced to live under such deprived conditions. And lastly, an assurance that we'll be
placed here again next year."
"Where do I sign up?"
IIMIIIIMIIIHIIIIHIIIMIIItU

THE
BODY SHOP
- Big Tops - Big Sweaters -

ALSO
Gauze-Flannel &
Corduroy Shirts

Men's & Women's
Hiking Boots

1

Hojo. M

PRE WASHED
Skirts & Shirts
Jeans - Jackets

111 N. Liberty
434-1026

S. Main St.. H'Burg, Vi.
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Mon thru Sat 10-5 Fri 10-9
66 E. Market St.
Harrisonburg
- The Purple Building -

1

Otterbein United AAdthodist
Church

83 S. Main St. Harrisonburg

West Market And High Streets

AMERICAN

MEXICAN

La Hacienda
(Family Restaurant) Route 11 South, Harrisonburg
OPEN FOR BREAKFAST 7:00 A.M. DAILY • FRIDAY &
SATURDAY UNTIL 4:00 A.M. FOR YOUR LATE NIGHT DINING

\

i

All Madison Students Are Cordially
Invited Jo Worship With Us Anytime
Our Services Are 9am And 1 lam
Bus Schedule For The 1 lam Service
10:35 Eagle
10:40 R.R. Tracks
10:50 Logan
10:45 D—Hall

i,
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The'Basement Tapes':
'Fresh, Spontaneous' Dylan
By ROGER P. WELLS and JAY A. JACKSON
This column is dedicated to Ernie P. Lindquist.
In these days of "Airport" »nd "Godfather
II," the "Basement Tapes" could easily.be
mistaken for a new sequel to the Nixon Year's
"Breach of Faith," but fortunately it is not
anything of the kind. Rather, it is a brand new
- old album of songs recorded by Bob Dylan and
.^ - ..thJLnawbeAjx: the Band^
• ^'~~~*"Th?'8urhrfier in f»» niurtwea*cwo ii.T^Ww.
developments in the history of rock and roll
music. That was the year in which the Beatles
stunned the world with their brilliant
"Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club
Band." And that was the summer Bob Dylan
completely reversed the trend of his musical
style with "John Wesley Harding."
Dylan's music had been boiling to a steam.
From his first folkish album to "Blonde on
Blonde," a tension had been building in his
music and in his life. By the time of "Highway
61 Revisited," Dylan had abandoned the
topical folk protest that had made him famous.
With seemingly absurdist lyrics, he began to
question the very nature of life, his in particular. Having recently toured the country
and used drugs extensively, he was a physical
wreck on July 29, 1966. On that day, while
riding his motorcycle near his home in
Woodstock, the rear wheels locked throwing
the poet-songwriter head first on the

pavement. So close was he to death, it was
estimated that had his head hit a quarter of an
inch from the angle it did, he would have been
killed instantly.
Dylan withdrew from the world following
the accident, allowing very few people to see
him, abandoning his music, just, as he said,
"sorting out his life." In the summer of 1967,
he was joined by the members of the Band in a
about why he and the others went to Dylan,
simply said "He just needed some friends,
that's all."
It is this camaderie that sets the tone for
"The Basement Tapes." The recording, which
was done on a fairly elaborate but nevertheless
small, home-type tape recorder, has the coffee-house intimacy that only a truly congruent
group of musicians playing music they enjoy
can provide. It cannot be stressed enough that,
in spite of the billing of the group as Bob Dylan
and the Band, Dylan is simply a member of the
group, and to a large extent, the Band becomes
an extension of Dylan. On no other joint album
between the two is this spirit of total unity to
be found. Specifically the members of the
Band are Robbie Robertson (electric guitar,
acoustic guitar, drums, vocals), Richard
Manuel (piano, drums, harmonica, and
vocals), Rick Danko (electric bass, mandolin,
vocals), Garth Hudson (organ, clavinette,
m
(Continued on Page 7)

HUGHES' PHARMACY, INC
1021 Sooth Main Stnwt
DIAL 4844650

TYPING I

CALL MRS. PRICE
ITTrs.
Experience
828-6941

;V^V. '.-**

'Robbery9 Succeeds
By PATRICK FITZGERALD
"The Great Train Robbery,"
by Michael Crichton. Alfred
A. Knopf, 266 pp., $7.95
Crichton's "The Great
Train Robbery" represents a
departure from the direction
of his previous works. "The
Andromeda Strain" and 'The
Terminal Man" had given Dr.
Crichton of Harvard Medical
School, a reputation as a
writer of science fiction with a
foundation in scientific fact.
His seeming preoccupation
with technology and science is
totally forgotten in this latest
work, which is an excursion
into the history of Victorian

England; specifically, this
book is concerned with the
planning and execution of the
"Great Train Robbery" of
1855.
For this work, Dr. Crichton
chose a form which is increasing in popularity, that
being a skeleton of historical
fact fleshed out and given life
by the author's imagination.
Court records provided the
facts concerning the conspiracy and the ensuing
crime, along with an insight
into the character of Edward
Pierce, the "master-mind" of
the robbery.

PRESCRIPTIONS — FILM
COSMETICS — STATIONERY
CANDIES — GREETING CARDS

We Aim To Please
You I
SPANKY'S
DELICATESSEN
60 W. Water St.
The Covenent Players
A Touring Repertorie Company

Brilliant Satire...
You'll laugh till you cry
Outrageously Funny...
Ausbury U. Methodist Church
7:30 Saturday, Sept.20
and FreeWill Offering

(Continued on Page 8)

Harrisonburgerville Has A Really Interesting
Georgetown- Grcnwiche Village Type Of Shop
At Last... THE MUSE!!!
Free lemonade on Saturdays
10% off on all Indian and
Afghan Clothing to
M adison people with ID's
Hours
mon-wed 1 1-6
thurs-fri 1 1-9
sat 10-6

Yes, We Have
Gause And
Trade Beads!
.e

#* ***
^pP

sic
ic
and more...
178 South Mason Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801

Antiques
Music Boxes
Collectable*
Unusual Clothing
Decorations
Occult I terns
Local Crafts
Etc.

433-2828

"You can get anything that you want at Alice's..."
MUSE that interesting Gemini storel 11
Astrology chart special for Virgos
( only $18 until the Libra sun)
Handmade Copper and
Mesquite Flutes Thailand Temple Rubbings, posters,
Afghan Lambskin embroidered coats, hydroponic
gardens, turkish puzzle, rings, pure incense, old books,
Pl2X£Jpbol) for I0\ quilts good vibes and more...
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Ciardi: Spanning Literature s World
By GREGORY BYRNE
He doesn't look at all like Virgil at the gate
of hell, beckoning a. somewhat reluctant Dante
to follow him through the depths of the fiery
pit. He looks - to be precise - more like the
Hollywood version of an erudite, rather vague
English professor-hair somewhat long and in
disarray, thick glasses, and a cigarette
dangling almost constantly from his lips.
But there is nevertheless a little of Virgil in
John Ciardi. Perhaps it's in the smooth, lilting
inflection bred into his dark, gravelly voice.
Or maybe it's the way he reels off whole
stanzas of his favorite poetry, or the rambling
manner of his conversation which spans the
width, depth, and breadth of the world of
literature and language.
For John Ciardi has chosen to follow Virgil
in that most demanding art of distilling the
world into the- form and ?,".«s*,",° •* p"^*"y -,
For over thirty years he has written, taught,
translated, and studied the art of poetry, in
particular the works of Dante Alighieri. His
translation of Dante's "Divine Comedy,"
compiled in stages between 1954 and 1961,
distinguishes the scholar as probably the
leading authority on the medieval Italian's
major work.
Raised in an Italian speaking household,
Ciardi learned his parent's language
simultaneously with English.
During his
junior year at Tufts College in Massachusetts,
the young Ciardi took a course in medieval
literature. His interest in the Italian master's
work was thus very natural, even inevitable.

new translation did not come (o light at that
time, but, he says it was "in the back of my
head."
The resulting translation, to come many
years later-born of his intense love of the
form, language, and subject, and nurtured
with years of hard work-has been hailed as the
definitive translation for the modern reader.
(See "Translation"> All of which, along with
his teaching experience at Rutgers, Harvard,
and as poetry editor for Saturday Review, puts
him in the position of an authority on the world
general.

"The Atlantic" still pay for poetry regularly*
Poetry, and literature in general, have also
been hurt, he feels, by the advent of radio and
television. People no longer have all evening
to spend over "long, romantic novels." A
television show, Ciardi feels, is the modern
replacement for an evening of reading.
Unlike some of his contemporaries, Ciardi
does not feel that rock music is the new poetry
of the 70's. "I am familiar to the point of
exhaustion with rock music;" he said, and
added that his daughter and sons are actively
involved in rock groups. "I used to go to the
country club and gamble more than I could
afford to to get away from the noise."
When asked in particular about the work of
Bob Dylan, called by a poet friend of Ciardi's
"the greatest poet of the 20th century," he said
that Dylan's lyrics do not work as poetry when
separated from the music.
Nor does he think that Allen Ginsberg, beat
poet and radical spokesman of the '60's is a
(Continued on Page 6)

Custom Frames
Gerome Gallery
61 E. E Eliz. St.
(across from
Post Office)

LUIGI'S
PIZZERA
109 N. Liberty St

He remembers the available translations of
Dante as being "awful:" "I couldn't understand the English," he said. "I had to look
at the original Italian on the facing page to get
the meaning."
£
_,
One day while "stumbling around" he found
an annotated copy of the "Comedy" in the
, original Italian, and found it far superior to
any translation he had read. The idea for a

He feels a loss in the poetry world due to the
demise of several periodicals which used to
feature poetry. In the 1930's and '40's, he said,
a poet could send off a poem and receive a
check from any number of magazines. He
noted that today only the "New Yorker" and

Silver
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&
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$
22.50

Separately, Rings

$9L95,

Call 433-1101
for fast
carryout service
open 5pm
■»»••••••••••• >•••••

10% Discount
Present thig coupon and receive a
10% discount on any item not
otherwise on sale

j

BACK ALLEY
BIKES

:

"10-speed
specialists"
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Valley Sports Center

:

Bracelets $14.95

:

25E. Water St
Harrisonburg Va.

:

:

OpenThurs & Fri Till 9:00
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CPB PRESENTS IN GODWIN HALL

Follis-FalconBatavuc
Open Daily
Located nexi to
shenandoah outfitters
4349484
60 W. Bruce St.
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Eddie Hayden
Hobby Shop
42 W. Bruce St.

Choose from 14 popular designs.
*Diaderrf(top) an&Trancis rare shown above.
Heavy sterling.Gift-boxed. Engraving extra.
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JEWELERS

16 South Main
Harrtaonburg
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GREASE
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General Admission:
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Tickets
\
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THE TRANSLATION
While teaching at Harvard after World War II, Ciardi
wanted to use the "Comedy's" first part, "The Inferno," in a
course. The popular edition, published by Temple Classics, he
found "miserable."
Other editions were no better. "Longfellow's was too
genteel. He missed the essence." Longfellow had attempted
to tone down Dante's language, a definite mistake considering
Dante's monicker as "Master of the Disgusting."
Furthermore, the work had to be annotated to aid the
modern reader in understanding. An unannotated "Comedy"
would be "like reading Robert Burns without notes."
Ciardi spent the better part of 5 years searching for the
right form for the translation. He encountered one immediate
problem. The poem was originally wirtten with a complicated
triple rhyme scheme which was almost impossible to duplicate
in English without destroying the flow and meaning of the
poem and the English language as well. Others had tried
various means to subterfuge the challenging rhyme, but none
satisfied Ciardi.
.,,„
t^*.
The Italian language, he noted, is smooth dfld tyMUW
rhymes are very easily made. English is a very difficult
language to rhyme.
He also felt that a poet should translate Dante's work, as a
poet would understand the need to retain Dante's fast pacing
and unique three line untu. -.""
~" '
' " * .NJfc!j3k#^
He finally decided to drop any attempt atkeepingthe
original rhyme scheme intact, instead utilizing an a,blank,a;
b.blank.b; c,blank,c form.
This new form made a much smoother, more natural
translation possible, by eliminating the necessity to strain
rhymes and rhythms. He also attempted to render the
original intent of the lyrics, even the more distasteful ones, as
accurately as possible.
The final text, critic Archibald MacLeish says in his introduction, is one "with the clarity and sobriety of a first-rate
prose translation which at the same time suggests in powerful
and unmistakable ways the run and rhythm of the great
original. . .a spectacular achievement."

CPB PRESENTS
IN CONCERT

FORCES QF NATURE

Ciardi,(cont.)
poet, despite Ginsberg's winning the National
Book Award for poetry last year. He sees
Ginsberg more as a cult figure than a poet,
although he found parts of the epic "Howl" to
be interesting.
Moreover, Ciardi has his doubts about the
value of the award, having sat on the committee in the past himself. He said that, like
many such awards, the NAB is awarded for
political reasons more than for merit.
The Pulitzer Prize fares no better. "I wish
that poets would insist undramatically and
insistently to forsake the Pulitzer Prize," he
said. He believes that the Pulitzer is obviously
a political award.
For Ciardi, politics and poetry do not mix
under any circumstances. "I will not sing a
moral song," he said regarding the use of
poetry as a political tool.
Dante, said Ciardi, did not use his poetry as
a MOWRM *WMf»«<,*-m*.«*»^r* ^W^nUiHWt-^. -*1^r»-,

instruct man in the moral, proper way to live
by using the example of the political corruption
of church and state in bis beloved Florence.
Reminiscing on the anti-war poems penned
by himself and others about the Spanish Civil
War, he remarked that "more poems will die
of decency" before they are fully realized since

Looking At Film As An Art
By JOANN

SULLIVAN
on Tuesday evenings and then
discuss them the following
class period.
The importance of the
"director's style in telling a
story" is emphasized in the
course, said Dr. Ruff.
For example, use of Simon
and Garfunkel music in the
background of the movie "The
Graduate" conveyed the lost
feelings of the leading
character, Benji, Dr. Ruff
said.

Dr. Ralph Cohen and Dr.
James Ruff began "Film as a
Narrative Art" last fall "to
teach students to respond
intellectually to film regardless of how up-to-date the
technical aspects are like."
The course, which is
concerned with techniques,
ideas, themes and symbols
that a director employs to tell
a story visually, attracted 150
Madison
students
this
semester, an increase of 40
from last year.
The students enrolled in the
380 English course attend a
lecture class, view the films

"The Graduate" is just one
of the 15 "selected classic
films which represent major

IIMMMMIIIHMMtNtllinnilllUIIIIIIIHHIIIIIIIIIIIIIMItllllllllllll

Sept. 12th 8pm
Wilson Hall
Free with ID

WERNERS SEVEN DAYTAARKFB
Old Mil & Schlitz Kegs
pumps & tubs
Snacks-Lunch Meat-Champagne-Ice

Boones Farm-Cold-AppleStrawberry-Wild MountainCountry Kwencher
Ccse $11.00 $.99 a bottle

they are primarily forced sentiments. The
same was true of the Vietnam situation, he
said, adding that at least one major magazine
sent out a letter to poets requesting poems on
the horrors of the Vietnamese war. The
resulting wom, i«e said, was of poor quality.
Rather than politics, poetry should focus on
"the authentic thrill of language" inherent in
the art. Ciardi believes that "decency, sensitivity, morality, and the act of language
should not be adulterated by a moral
language."
A poet must also "find his own way." There
is, said Ciardi, no way for someone to plan his
life to become a Keats or a Shelly. No high
school counselor can tell you how to become a
genius, he said.
"A poet should also be fickle with his poetic
loves," Ciardi said, to avoid staleness and
repetition. More important than finding the
"right voice" for the poet, Ciardi feels that the
subject matter of the poem should supply the
voice.
* '
. Ciardi,. who-says.to is.finding his. stav-in, . —^,«***■**•
Harnsonourg "v*ryTJieasahl,~ will aftetmpf ttf *"*'^
center his upcoming lectures around interesting aspects of poetry. Some of the tentative topics are "Poetry Is For Pleasure," "In
And Out Of The Dictionary," "Teaching
Poetry," "Children's Poetry," and "What Is A
Poem." He will also give a reading of some of
lis favorite poetry.

Illllllll
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We/come Madison
Students

six pack $1.29 case $5.00quart $.79
Three blocks So. of Madison
Coldest Beer and Wine in town
Last stop so for high test beverages
91 S. High St.
Fri & Sat open 8 til Midnight
w
offer good Sept. 12th-14th
j

Identification Card
And
Receive 10% OFF
on All Shoes
Now in Stock
Now thru Sept 20th
See us for All
the Latest Styles
F. Barth Garber, Inc.
124 South Main Street
Harrisonburg, Va. 22801
7llWMWWIII{IIHIin<IMUMHIIMHt«HIIN;ilHII»
.-. »« I . V . ♦«

t.

SKm/t/kmAry
Equipment & Supplies

Show Your

'ModDog"20/20-Co/dQ^|e
Malt Duck "Red Grape" Cold

directors and types of film in
the history of film," Dr. Ruff
noted. The movies, which
range from the 1920's classic
"Gold Rush" to the late 60's
allow students to "understand
films in the context of what
went before," Cohen explained.
The course is funded by the
administration and is only
held during the fall semesters.
The films are selected from
among fifty U.S. film companies. The movies this year
were chosen from about eight
to ten different suppliers, Dr.
Ruff said.

t
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Mler-Ropl-SCM

PORTABLES
Rockwell & Texas
Instruments

CALCULATORS
Desks, Chain, Umps,
Drafting Supplies
Dictionaries, Etc
KM Offk* Products C««»«r"

"SfatmeM.

E. Mark* t Mason St.
Harrisonburg 434-1*75
STORE HOURS:
M©n.-Frt.l:W-5:00
Sat. 1:30-1 :M
'•••••••
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Dylan (cont.)
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"Tears of rage, tears of grief
"It's a wicked life but what the hell
Why am I always the one
Everybody's got to eat
Who must be the thief?
I'm just the same as anyone else
Come to me now, you know we're all alone,
When it comes to scratching for my meals."
And life.is brief."
"I've tried to tell it like it is
And keep away from pain
Indeed this carpe diem theme may be viewed
I'm trying hard to make a living
as the prelude to the more religious ideas of
But I ain't complaining how ..."
"John Wesley Harding," and familial concerns
of "New Morning."
We detect a humble recognition of man's
The "Basement Tapes" can be appreciated
place in the universe, not unlike Oedipus, and
from several aspects. There is the fun, jamfrom such are heroes made. Dylan after
session, style of the album while at the same
having been burnt out, nearly killed, finds
time a high degree of musical proficiency
meaning in the more simple things of life. He
displayed. Moreover, there is the album as a
now "knows too much to argue or to judge."
reflection of another, but highly important,
»
The solution Dylan offers to the absurdist
chapter in the life of one of this country's
frentic life is that of human understanding
greatest troubadors. Bob Dylan once said "A
and compassion. In "Too Much of Nothing" he
Song is anything that can stand for itself.
shows what happens to a life lacjfcig in love.
Some people say I am a songwriter. A poem is
This theme permeates much of the album. U\
a nakedpereo^S#oiexpecr^.--^"^:!ip<jet'> '• *'(- >
"Tears of Rage," another extremely moving
His songs stand for themselves. Dylan is a
piece, he beckons:
poet.

(Continued from Page 4)
accordian, tenor sax, and piano), and Levon
Helm (drums,mandolin, electric bass, and
vocals).
In terms of technical quality, the album has
several flaws, but only as any group, even one
of this caliber, would have in a coffee-house
situation without the mercy of a kind-hearted
recording engineer in an actual studio. This
lack of perfection, however, is a small price to
pay for the spontaneity and freshness of the
performance.
The album leads off with "Odds & Ends,"
which represents gutsy rock and roll at its
best. Not a bad moodsetter for the album,
because it reflects the fun this group must have
had making these tapes.
"Orange Juice
Blues" follows with some of the truest "blues"
«rt - *4

Hudson plays solo sax on this cut. Hudson has
one of those unfaltering instincts in which the
music flows naturally and freshly. Just as in
his Organ-playing in most of the other tracts,
his improvisations are unusual, exciting, and
virtually flawless.
There are songs of the uncertainty in
romance such as "Bessie Smith" and in
"Katie's Been Gone" there's even some
despair expressed about the futility of trying to
figure out the female mind. There are "fun"
songs such as "Yea! Heavy, and a Bottle of
Bread," and "Open the Door, Homer."
Dylan's wry humor particularly comes
through on this album with such cuts as
"Million Dollar Bash," and "Clothes Line
Saga." Then there's one blues number that is
simply amazing. "Long Distance Operator,"
though it bears trademarks of the Band, could
have easily been a heavy one by a then rising
group called "Cream." And that vocalist
sounds a lot like a young Englishman named
Jack Bruce.
The importance of this session with the
Band is that it helped Dylan make the transition from the frantic-hard-hitting bitter rock
that followed "Bringing It All Back Home," to
a more mellow nature, and simpler music to be
found on "John Wesley Harding," "Nashville
Skyline," and "New Morning."
In the
"Basement Tapes" we sense this change in
Dylan. The pop star stops looking out at the
world around him, per se, and begins a quiet
introspection. Dylan has begun to realize mat
he was "like a rolling stone," that, in fact, he
was the confused and alienated Mr. Jones that
he had lamented in "Ballad of a Thin Man." In
one of the more beautifully poignant songs on
the album, "Going to Acapulco" we sense the
plight Dylan had known, that of the artist,
unable to escape the audience, forever being
"the man with the stage fright who got caught
in the spotlight." We can almost sense in this
song a futile plea of a man, prisoner to a world
that seeks to exploit him. He sings:

WELCOME BACK--&--SAVE .50<
Yes, Welcome back Madison Students and a big welcome
to the Freshman... Cut out this ad and save 50* this week
just present to the cashier... Come meet us!

V

call theatre for show times

M

THE MOST HILARIOUS
WILDEST MOVIE IS HERE!

'Hilarious.
Left me hungry
tor more.
When was the
last time that
happened in
the movies?"
—Oonia Mills.
Wellington Stir Ntwt

A GREAT MEW
MOTION MQTURECOMEPy

College
Students
<.

lo see
the "Tube"

'May be the funniest movie of the
Veer. RUSh tO See It!

—Minneapolis Tribune

♦MODERNA LOVF

call for show times.

Call for show times

*

ELLEN RURSTYN

STORY
Love is never
boring...

It doesn't
•who
*-*¥¥*¥***¥**¥****¥¥¥¥¥*¥¥¥*¥**¥<
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ftul & Mary Clinedinst
Port Road Phillips 66
Wish to Welcome back
returning students
It will be

a pleasure

serving

you.

*
*

i

Jenny has finally
found someone

MOVIE FOR
EVERYONE WHO
HAS EVER DREAMED
OF A SECOND CHANCE
Afces35 HersontsG Together
they're rumg CMO/ from home

*

J
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Beatle's Magic Tour Mystifies
By ROGER P. WELLS and
JAY A. JACKSON
The Beatles never made it
a practice to be easily understood and this is very
evident in the short movie
"Magical Mystery Tour"
which will be presented by
Campus Program Board
Saturday night.
Technically and artistically
this movie leaves much to be
desired. Coming from such
fine craftsmen as the Beatles,
the
sloppiness
and
carelessness which is evident
in much of the filmmaking is
most regrettable.
The film has no plot as
such. Whatever story substance that exists is merely a
vehicle to introduce Beatle
songs and provide occasional
glimpses into the type of
genius possessed by the four
musicians. This genius,

however, does not extend to
the art of filmmaking.
The fact that there is no
plot makes much of the movie
unintelligible. Many of the
sequences
are
simply
meaningless and pointless.
For example, the marathon
race, though interesting on
paper, is long and drawn out
with very little humor to
redeem it.
Indeed, for a Beatles film,
"Magical Mystery Tour" has
very few of the subtle comments and puns that one
would expect. The dialogue is
weak and not well developed.
Moreover, the song lead-ins
are quite contrived and lack
the plausibility that is found in
other Beatle films such as
"The Yellow Submarine."
Finally, the lack of technical
expertise is clearly apparent;
the camera work is Door.

GITCHELL'S
Camera Shop
Portrait Studio
Complete Camera Supplies
20%Discount to all Madison Students
1 Day Color and B&W
Finishing on Kodak Film
79 E. Market St.
- _-.
>\ Harrisonburg
434-5314 ^

MIDWAY ARCO GROCERY
All Types of Snacks
Cold Cuts

Beer

Soft Drinks

One Block So. of Campus
on Main St.
Fri. - Sun. 7:30-10:30
Mon -Thur. 7:30 - 10:00
Also Self Service Gas

Viewed from
another
standpoint, however, and
allowing for these flaws, the
film is quite enjoyable, particularly for Beatle fans.
"Magical Mystery Tour" is a
montage of eeatlemania
which is somewhat akin to a
three-ringed circus. In the
center ring--the Beatles, their
music, and their usual set of
peculiarities.
The film is basically
several sequences pieced
together and loosely related to
the idea of a group of people
on a mystery tour.
(Remember this one is
magical.)
The characterizations Of these tourists
allow the Beatles the opportunity to poke fun at
people, which has always been
one of their favorite pastimes.
They have people doing absurd things in their movie,
much in.the manner of their
fellow
Britons,
Monty
Python's Flying Circus. For
example, there is a bullfight
with a stuffed bull, a
somewhat unlikely love story,
and Ringo's Aunt Jess' dream
in which Lennon shovels an

overall skill apparent in this
work.
Timber Ridge Stables
Riding instructions; Trail
rides
Reasonable rates-$4.00 per hr.
Stalls for rent. Call 234-2214 or
433-6293. 10 nutes south east.
<
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The Tuxedo Room!

Meet Your Friends At
. >

»

37 E. Market St.

South Main Laundry

(2nd Floor The
Brides House)

And Dry Cleaning
1596 S. Main St. Hbg Va
Next To S.H. Green Stamp Store
434-1554

Has Everything
You Need!

Need A 2 Hour Course With Pizzazz?
Check This Out And Sign Up!

Town And Country
Department Store

endless mound of spaghetti
onto her plate. And then there
is the music of the Beatles,
which by itself'makes the film
reasonably entertaining.
For those of you plan to see
the film on campus, three
additional comments need to
be made. 1) You should be
aware that the film you will be
paying to see lasts only one
hour. 2) The sound track on
the film is in poor shape and
much of the dialogue will be
lost. And third, those of you
planning to view the film
because of its 'R' rating will
be disappointed. The BBC
censors have blacked out any
scenes (hat might be titillating
and arouse the prurient interest. In summary, the film
lacks unity and direction and,
from that standpoint, is a flop.
However, if you are an ardent
Beatles' fan and if you can
view it in the proper state of
mind, it could be a most enjoyable experience.
u£2
Lost - a signit ring, initials
B.L.S. If found please call 4335215.

(Continued from Page 4)
Dr. (richton uses the facts
as a foundation for a skillfully
constructed story, which
emerges as a story which Is
too faithful to the facts to be
considered fiction, but which
is also dependent upon trips
into the minds of the -characters, making it impossible to verify or label as
historically accurate.
"The Great Train Robbery" is enjoyable reading
material, and delivers a more
than adequate measure of
suspense and excitement. The
only barrier to pleasurable
reading is the author's
frequent use of the slang of the
period, which sometimes
makes the dialogue in
question hopelessly obscure.
Such rough spots .are more ^ ^;--i

' Fill out an add card and come to class. The class is listed on
page no. 9 of the Fall Schedule.
Course Title
MILITARY IN SOCIETY

This Coupon
Worth

Si* Name

Crs. No.

Section No.

- MISC

I in

""'

Day •
Building •
Rom •
Instructor •

Cr. Hr.
2

Period
14,M|

155H

Wed.
Jackson Hall
1)12
Major Messinger
IIIM»IHUIM«UMHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIHIIIHIIHIIWIIIIIIINmil

10% Off
Any
Record Or Tape
Co//ege ID Required
Offer Expires Oct 15th

MILITARY IN SOCIETY covers the world
scene as the various military establishments
relate to conflicts past, present, and future.
The Arab and Israeli conflicts are covered in
■HUM

depth with guest speakers, films, slides, etc.
Other topics include nature and history of war,
weapon systems, personnel structures, etc.
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WHAT ELSE?
FREE textbooks!
The chance at a three, two, or one-year scholarship!
Opportunity to receive $2,500!
Opportunity for a post-graduate job at !10,000 a year!
No obligation for taking the course!

It's For Everyone !
You Don't Have To Be In ROTC

y
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Theatre
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(Continued from Page 1)
Wilkerson has designed
several other buildings on
campus.
In order to get an idea of
what other colleges had in the
way of theatre and rathskeller
facilities, members of the
Student Services staff toured
campuses last year, visiting
schools such as North
Carolina, Duke and Virginia
Tech.
One possible obstacle
Logan points out is the limited
space in the campus center as
it now exists. He noted that
the bookstore is currently
using "every nook and
cranny" for storage space,
even to using the game room
for textbooks. He said that
some accomadationa jvould.

Can
black and blue
sec eye to eye?
I

-*■'■ "* **»'~~'"gwnnfivVW be rttihff fbf«the'
storage.
"I really believe we need
the theatre," said Logan. "It
will give us more flexibility
and allow CPB TO SC
"I really believe we need
the theatre," said Logan. "It
will give us more flexibility
and allow CPB to schedule
more plays during the year.''

City Offices
Below are listed various
Harrisonburg city offices,
descriptions of what functions
they serve, and several city
requirements.
1)
A bicycle license is
required for all bicycles and
can be obtained for a fee of
$.50 at the police department.
2)
The City Ordinance
requires all dogs be kept on a
leash or kept within bounds of
your property. You must also
purchase a city dog license at
the city treasurer's office.
3) The city dog pound is
located at the City Shop on
East Mosby Road near the
southern limits off Rt. 11.
4) Emergency service for all
city departments - 434-2545.
5) For information on any city
function you may call the city
manager's office, 434-6776,
between the hours of 8:30 a.m.
to 5:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

The Pet Shop
89 So. Liberty
( oi ner of Water & Liberty
Mon-Sat ^
Fish Bowls
Aquariums
Cats

Dogs
Birds
Tropical Fish

GROOMING &

TltAIMNG

Picture Yourself
Indoor Or Out
See
Dr. Henderson
for
personalized
photography

In Rochester, New York, it's been happening for years.
The youth is a member of TOPs. Teens on Patrol.
A group of boys and girls from the inner city who
work with police each summer to help keep city recreation areas safe and orderly.
TOPs was conceived by Eastman Kodak Company and Rochester Jobs, Inc. in 1967. It has brought
about a greater understanding and mutual respect
between police and young people from the surrounding community.
TOPs don't have the power to make arrests, but
they learn about police by working with them. Wearing special jackets and T-shirts, they ride in squad
cars. Walk the beat. Monitor calls at the station. Supervise kids at pools and playgrounds. For which
they're paid a salary.
Police come into the neighborhood as partici-

pants, not observers. When they get to know the
people they're sworn to protect, they learn how their
interests can be better served.
Why does- Kodak provide financial support to
TOPs? Because helping the people of Rochester
communicate'with one another helps build a better
community in which the company can operate and
grow. In short, it's good business. And we're in business to make a profit. But it's also good for society.
The same society our business depends on.
If a company that makes pictures can't help people see more clearly, who can?

Kodak

Kodak.
More than a business.
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Drug Abuse

We're no longer facing substantive battles about whether
marijuana is dangerous, and
there seems to be a general
consensus that jailing a user is
wrong," said Keith Stroup of
NORML, in a September 2
Washington Post article.

(Continued from Page I)
Abuse Council predicts future
passage of reforms- in
Massachusetts, Ohio, Minnesota, the District of
Columbia, Vermont, Illinois
and most states in the Northeast. '

a

The second cause that
spurs changing legislation is
court rulings that void the
marijuana statutes and take
the matter out of the
lawmaker's hands.
The
Alaskan Supreme Court
struck down prohibition on
private use of the weed at the
same time the legislature was
debating a reform bill.

His
forecast
for
Washington state, Connecticut, Maryland, Texas
and Hawaii is less clear, but
the possibility for reform in
some conservative southern
states as well as Iowa, Kansas
and Montana is taking hold in
their
respective
state
legislatures.

.

Self-Service Gas
(Continued from Page I)

they receive their gas from
Teneco.
Both station managers
blame the high price of all
gasoline on a variety of
causes.
"Prices are determined by
federal control and the oil
companies," said Layman.
"If Exxon lowers their prices
then we lower jjurs."

Stroup believes by the next
presidential election as many
as 20 more states will have
loosened their restrictions. In
the Post interview he declared
he sees evidence for a new
moderation in the federal
government under President
Ford's administration.

Spokesman for the Drug
Abuse Council and NORM cite
two reasons for the move
towardg
Jeaiencv. J, , on
marijuana law wfenders.
The changing public attitude about marijuana is a
prime factor in initiating
alterations in legislation,
according to research done by
NORML and the Drug Abuse
Council.

r
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But, in peddling a ComClinedinst concentrated
modity
on which the
his wrath on the greed of the
American people
have
oil companies. "I think the oil
dependent, Robert Layman
companies are cleaning house
has managed to maintain a
and unless somebody does
become increasingly
something about it they're
gonna make alot off of
positive outlook.
peopK" he said.
"We do quite a bit of
Clinedinst and Layman,
business with the student," he
agreed that the high price of
said, and after a pause added,
gasoline is determined by
actions and deeds far from
"I can't complain about
their control.
business."

JCPenney

1975 JGPenney
iev Co.. Inc

Carr, in the same interview, was less optomistic.
He noted that congressional
leadership has been little
influenced by reform drives.
A bill to eliminate federal
penalities against possession,
he reported, has picked up
only 25 co-sponsors.

This public attitude has
"invalidated the old argument
for almost everyone that
marijuana is a killer weed.

**

Watch For New Releases

£&mle6t?

Win lose or

<£-.
en

Allman Brothers
Searching for
Rainbow
Marshall Tucker

188 S. Mason St.

{Sunset Beauty Boutique)
)

♦

I

911 S. High St.

Styles and Cuts for
Guys and Gals

l$loff Haircut and Blow Dry now thru
(Oct. 3. Customers may register for
(Blow Dryer to be Givenaway Oct. 3.
| Our Contempory Stylist invite you
j to call or come by. Watch for new
j "Mens Styling Coner" coming soon.
j^Next to Werners Market 434-8676 |

The latest
inlucite
watches.

■ l

Asbury United Methodist Church
South Main at Bruce, Downtown Harrison burg
WELCOMES
MADISON STUDENTS

A great looking selection, tailored to the times
in modern Lucite®. Choose from several
geometric shapes in clear fashion tones with
colored dials and matching straps. At 9,88
each, there's never been a better time to buy.

Worship Services 8:45 & 11:00 A.M.
College Discussion Class 9:45 A.M.

51 South Court Square
Harrisonburg Va.

Church Bus (red.whlte.blue) on campus
each Sunday 10:30-10:45 A.M.

Shop Mon. Tues. Wed. Sat. 9:30-5:00

Ministers: H. Hasbrouck Hughes, Jr., John S. Parker
Director of Music: Mrs. Helen Ellerman

Thurs. Fri.

- For further information phone 434-2836 • »««•-'. i .•••
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OPEN A
NEWACCOUNTAT
UNITED VIRGINIA AND
LUNCH IS ON US!
■»■>.„.-
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We realize that college students hunger for more than just knowledge
So we're making you an offer too good to refuse.
>
Open a checking account of $50 or more at United Virginia
and get a meal at McDonalds on us *
You'll get a coupon good for one Big Mac, large fries, and
a large soft dnnk. The works!
But that's not all you get when you bank
at United Virginia.
FREE STUDENT CHECKING. As a
college student you'll enjoy free checking at
United Virginia. No minimum balance,
no service charges no matter how
many checks you write. We'll even
give you a Madison College
checkbook cover absolutely free.
CONVENIENT LOCATION. Our Port
Road Office is just minutes away from the campus
(at the corner of South Main and Port
Republic Roads). And no waiting in long lines.
AFTERNOON DRIVE-IN HOURS. Our drivein facilities are open Monday thru Thursday
3:30 to 5:30 and 4:00 to 7:00 on Friday.
So if you're in the market for a bank, come to
United Virginia. And take advantage of our
free meal at McDonalds offer. *Offer begins
September 2,1975.
UniUilViiyiniaBank Spt*iwn»& Mcmlxr F.UI.C.

^v

UnitedVirginia 10

(BANK SOMEWHERE
ELSE AND EAT YOUR HEARTOUT.)
1W>**'.^1l»»**i»(""»'»<.
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***********************^|HHQHJtCSTTtPnts **********************
There will be a meeting of
the Madison College PreLegal Society on Monday Sept. 15 at 7:30 p.m. in Room
D in the Warren Campus
Center. Attendance of active
members is essential. New
members and any interested
students are cordially invited
to attend.
All commuting students
should have an on-campus
post office box. Those commuting students who entered
Madison this summer who
were not assigned a box
number during orientation
should go to the post office to
It is extremely important
that all students have an oncampus box as commuter
students mail from campus
offices is not normally sent to
home addresses.

terested persons are asked to
attend.
The meeting will
begin at 7 p.m.
"Pope Joan," an original
play by Kenneth Arnold of the
Temple University Press, will
be performed by the Reader's
Theater on Wednesday,
November 19.
The performance is part of
the International Women's
Year festivities. *

The course will be taught
on Monday evenings 7 to 9
beginning September 22 and
ending November ,10. Total
cost of the course is $17 and
class enrollment is limited to
25 persons. ,
Although primarily
designed for those with a basic
knowledge of spoken German,
the course is open to others
who know the grammar and
the oral phase of everyday
language.

"Basic
German
for
For further information
Tourists," a non-credit course
call the Department of
open to the public, will be
Foreign Languages and
offered at Luray High School
Literatures at 433-6128 or Mrs.
throuab^.the uioUese Xon#*&&!*% Diofc^t 743.5504.
'timmfg^tfucSti

Students concerned about
any aspect of college-level
writing may come to the
Writing Lab for individualized
help. The Lab is available to
all students free of charge and
is located in Keezell Bl. Lab
hours are 1:00-5:00, Monday
through Thursday. For additional information call Mrs.
Hoskins at 6401 or just stop by.
If you have not yet completed an application for
student teaching for 3rd or 4th
Block, Spring Semester, 1976;
you must do so at once. Come
by the Student Teaching
Office, Maury Hall 116, to pick
up an application and arrange
for an interview with Jim

Travelstead, Coordinator of
Student Teaching.
A $1500 grand prize will be
awarded in the current Poetry
Competition sponsored by the
World of Poetry, a monthly
newsletter for poets.
Poems of all styles and on
any subject are eligible to
compete for the grand prize or
for 49 other cash or merchandise awards.
Second
place is $500.
Rules and official entry
forms are available by writing
to : World of Poetry, 801
Portola Dr., Dept. 211, San
Francisco CA. 94127.
Contest closes November
30, 1975.

Shoes That Help
You Walk...

The
Madison
Dance
Theatre will hold auditions for
the Modern Ensemble September 16 at 5:30 in Godwin
355. Folk Ensemble auditions
will be held September 17 at
5:30 in Godwin 356.
A Dance-Concert featuring
the "original" Drifters, will
be held Saturday, September
13, at the Rockingham
Fairgrounds, from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. Donations are $3 per
person and tickets can be
obtained in the WCC or from
any Sigma Sigma Sigma
sorority member.
There will be an aquatics
minors meeting in the faculty
lounge, third floor of Godwin
Hall Wednesday Sept. 10.
Current members and in-

Dong's Karate
For beginning
& advance
Yll N.Liberty
434-1114
!

|\ |iicili SMIIIMI
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CPB MOVIE
The Beatles
i«

Magical
Mystery
Tour"

L

Trotters

Harrisonburg's Youngest Shoe Center

Saturday
Sept 13 8pm
Wilson Hall
75' W/ID

rS^^l"
QUALITY

, INC.
FIITWEM

47 Court Square. Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801' Phone: 434-7007

I Sports
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~
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Meet Clem son Sat::

Road Trip First
Test For Dukes
%

By STEVE PERLIK
The chances of Madison's
soccer team repeating their
VISA and VCAA championships this year, appeared
to be slight after two major
setbacks. The loss of last
year's goalkeepers, Joe
', ^V^Naanlurtrfcfti.antFRoger Shobe,
and 19 out of 28 players
sustaining what Head Coach
Bob Vanderwarker called,
"freak accidents," or nagging
injuries during preseason
workouts, could be two
leading reasons for a
pessimistic outlook.
However,
the
team
managed to overcome these
obstacles very early in the
season. To-be specific, last
Monday night, when the
Dukes' battered HampdenSydney, 7-0. Even though the
team's goalkeepers have yet
to be tested, Madison's real
power is tri-fold. According to
Vanderwarker, a completely
"balanced attack," makes
their opponents unable to key
on any one player.
Monday's game exemplified this, with two goals
coming from Bill McArdle,
and five other players landing
one. They were Rob Kidney,

Hal Partenheimer, Ken
Morris, Tim Wilkens, and
Tom Hochkeppel.
The second phase of
Vanderwarker's victory
theory is an experienced and
consistent defense made up
of veterans Bob Vitj Frank
Cullen. Bill McArdle, and Rob
Spotts.
This well skilled
defensive team has taken
much of the pressure off
Madison goalies, Gerry Nay
and Jim Abt.
Constant
clearing of the ball upfield by
Madison fullbacks held
Hampden-Sydney to zero
shots on goal, while the Dukes
rang up 46. As a result,
Madison spectators gather at
one end of the stadium for the
first half, and then shifted
their seats to the other end for
the second.
As
Vanderwarker's
vigorous training camps have
proven in the past, the Dukes'
rely heavily on conditioning to
compete with many of the top
seated soccer teams in the
nation.
Hard training is
especially important this
weekend, as the Dukes
journey to Davidson (N.C.)
(continued on page 16)

19th Hole
Dukes Look
Toward Southern
Conference
,6y Wade Starling
The Board of Visitors of Madison College
has voted to look into the possibility of affiliating with a major athletic conference. The
conference would be along the lines of the
Southern Conference. •
The stumbling block is Madison's football
program. It is simply not up to Southern
Conference standards. However, if the football
program were expanded it seems -Madison
would be a leading candidate* for Southern
Conference play. Many of Madison's other
intercollegiate teams have already played
Southern Conference teams and have done well
against them. It seems to this writer that the
administration should do all it can to upgrade
the football program and try for a spot in the
Conference, or one similar to it.

Madison Hauls Hampden Sydney , 7-0

Golf- A Year Of Rebuilding
"It has to be a rebuilding
year for us," said Madison
Golf Coach Drew Balog. "It
will take some time before we
know how good we'll be this
season."
The biggest loss is three
time All-American D.L.
Moyers who graduated in
May. Moyers led the Dukes to
the NCAA tournament three
years in a row, as well as a
VCAA title.
"He was a hell of a golfer,"

saidBalog. "It isn't every day
you lose .someone like
Moyers...he's the man we
have to replace."
Instead of an outstanding
golfer at the head of the team
this season the Dukes have a
fairly evenly matched team.
Ed Olmstead, a senior, could
be a key to the season.
Olmstead is a returning
letterman who is a steady
performer, and more importantly, a veteran on a team

Madison's football team is definitely a good
one. This was evidenced by last season's. 6-4
record in their first year against varsity
competition. And the outlook this year is even
better, as the Dukes have 21 of 22 starters
returning. But they are not ready for the
Southern Conference yet.
Head Coach
Challace McMillan agrees.
"I don't know how far we are from being in
the Southern Conference," he said, "but we're
not Southern Conference material right now."
The Dukes do have several players now who
could play in the Southern Conference:
All-American tailback Bernard Slayton,
who rushed for 883 yards and nine touchdowns
last year; safety Brent Good, who received
second team All-VCAA honors for the Dukes;
and defensive guard Woody Bergeria, who also
received All-VCAA recognition.
The main reason the Dukes are not Southern
Conference material is recruiting. Madison
gives no football scholarships, which makes it
difficult to compete for players who are virtually paid to play colllege football. According
to Athletic Director Dean Ehlers, the money
for these scholarships would have to be
through contributions by different businesses
around town and from Alumni. Ehlers said
that receiving money for sports from Alumni is
a problem because up until a few years ago,
the majority of Madisongraduates wen
women, many of them in the education field.
And most of them are naturally going to be
reluctant to contribute to a sports program.

dominated by freshmen,
sophomores and transfers.
. After a fine sophomore
year, Olmstead was off the
pace last season lmt Balog
pointed out that be looks good.
Madison is preparing for its
fall schedule which includes
several college tournaments,
including the second annual
Madison College Invitational
Golf Tournament at Ingleside
(continued on page 16)

If scholarships were offered, Madison
should have little trouble attracting some of
the better players in the state. McMillan noted
that the sports facilities at Madison are as good
as several Southern Conference schools, and
better than some. Madison has a year old
Astroturf football field, a brand new stadium,
and a beautiful gym in Godwin Hall. Many
players would certaily also like Madison's size,
and the fact that the competition they face here
may not be as tough as at other schools.
Being in the Southern Conference would
give both Madison College as a whole and
individual players much more exposure.
Many Southern Conference athletes go on ot
professional sports. Being in the Conference
would also bring more people to the games,
which would mean more gate receipts.
Other athletic teams at Madison have
proved that they can compete well with
Southern Conference teams. Led by the soccer
team's 7-0 record against Southern Conference
members, Madison has compiled a 19-18
record against schools from the Southern
Conference. The baseball team is 7-7, the
tennis team 2-3, the track team 0-1, the golf
team 2-1, and the basketball team is 1-1, with
their loss coming by only three points. The
wrestling team has had the least success, with
no wins in five meetings.
The general feeling among sports people on
campus seems to be that they want Madison to
join a conference such as the Southern Conference. The football program is going to have
to be built up to accomplish this, and McMillan
left no doubts as to what he wants in the future.
"We definitely want to join a conference."
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Football

Dukes Ready For Best Season Ever
Open Saturday Against Glenville St.
*•

By JIM MORGAN
Madison opens its second season of varsity
intercollegiate football Saturday, when the
Dukes travel to Glenville State College in
Glenville, W.Va.
"We're enthusiastic," said Madison coach
Challace McMillen about the upcoming game,- ,
but he declined to make any predictions.
Glenville may be the toughest team on the
Dukes' schedule they lost just one starter from
last year's team that was a post-season NAIA
choice.
"Yes, physically they may be the best team
we see," agreed McMillen, "but, I think that
our team won't be physically beaten."
"We don't know much about Glenville
State." MrMilinunid... "We'vejeen,them on*-*
film, but they have a new head coach and we
don't know whether they'll be doing the same
things on offense again this year. The new
head coach, Earl Adolfson, was Glenville's
defensive coach last season, so I expect they'll
look about the same defensively."
There was some speculation that a bruising
opening game could endanger what promises
to be Madison's finest football season,
however, Madison's coaching staff discounts
the notion.
Last season the Dukes were 6-4, a surprising
finish for a team that is competing in its first
season of varsity competition in a league of the
caliber of the Virginia Collegiate Athletic
Association.
This season predictions and team goals are
at best 10-0, and at worst 8-2. The reason is
obvious-Madison returns 21 of 22 starters from
last season's team, including a host of AllVCAA picks.
"We're looking to go undefeated, the whole,,
team knows that," explained one player. "We
know what we ean do this year."
McMillen points to this kind of attitude as
one of the keys to the teaam's success. "Last
season I don't thik we were as confident, there
were a lot of unanswered questions, but the
team has a great winning attitude this
year...there aren't any doubts."

Mr Mil tin & Branirh

•WTV..-V..

The combination of returning talent, plus
several blue chip freshmen, and the attitude
could prove unbeatable.
"We've got a lot of depth now, and that
means overall strength," explained McMillen.
Last season the Dukes lacked depth at several
key positions, but additional help has plugged
the holes.
One trouble spot was the secondary.
Beyond the starters, Madison had little help
from their deep backs, however, McMillen and
defensive coordinator Ellis Wisler both agree
that added depth from several freshman have
made the secondary a virtual strong point.
Although the entire defense returned,
Madison may have trouble when they are
without the ball.
The reason is the wide tackle six defense;

season. Freshman Rick Burkhart (5*11** 205)
is Grainer's backup.
The Dukes are deep at guard with senior
Jeff Adams <5'9" 185), juniors Jon Brentlinger
(6' 195) and Craiig Hoepfl (6* 180), and
sophomore Eric Douglas (6' 195) providing
depth.
Freshmen Robbie Nicholson (6' 220) and
Warren Coleman (6*195) are the backups for
Daley and Phillips at tackle.
Sophomore Phil Culkin (6*2" 195) returns at
tight end and junior Chip Deringer (6'1" 175),
Madison's second leading receiver last season,
is back at split end. Freshman Ron Borders
(6'3" 190) will also see action at tight end,
while senior Tom Parisi (5'9" 165) and freshman Floyd Young (5'10" 165) provide depth at
split end.
•

■

*

Last year honorable-mention All-America
tailback Bernard Slayton and All-VCAA
quarterback Les Branich, who led the
conference in offense, guided the most prolific
offense in the league.

"We Can Gtir
Undefeated.,.
We're that good"
the defensive formation that coach Wisler
employs.
"It is one of the hardest defenses to use," he
said, "but it's also the defense I know best."
The problem is that the wide tackle six is the
kind of formation where a team may stop one
part of an opponent's game plan, but open
weaknesses for another.
Wisler agrees to its difficulty.
"To play it correctly, you'd probably need
62'/* men on the field," he said with a laugh,
but added, "We've got the players who are
versatile enough to play it well."
The key to the defense is reaction in the
secondary, and the play of the defensive ends.
Madison's secondary, with added depth, is one
of the best in the state, but there is a question
mark at defensive end.
Rich Jackson will start at one end where he
has been a mainstay for two seasons, but Dale
Eaton, an all-conference choice at the other
end,
has been slowed considerably by a
back injury.
In the scrimmage with Ferrum College,
Eaton saw little action, and played ineffectively.
The Dukes have six solid linebackers, but
the two starters will probably come from
either senior Dewey Windham (6*2" 223)
sophomore Don Sears (5'11" 217) or freshman
PatCavanaugh <6'1" 180). Windham received
second team All-VCAA honors last season.
Madison has good depth at linebacker with
junior college transfers Ed Huff (5*11" 200)
and Lynn Brenneman (6'2" 205), and freshman
Jerry Lumpkin (6' 195).
"We feel like our defense is going to be
improved," McMillen said. "We^lVeda lot of
freshmen and sophomores last season and that
year's experience is going to mean a great
deal. I also think we're deeper at every
position than we were a-year ago because of
several fine freshmen players."
Offensively, there are few questions
remaining to be answered. Madison moved the
ball well in their scrimmage with Ferrum, and
the loss of only one starter from last year's
squad only brings smiles to the coaches' faces.
Madison's veteran offensive line will be
anchored by junior center Brian Grainer
,(5'H" 200). Grainer, a two-year letterman,
was a second team All-VCAA selection last
.*MMMfeft<

Ellis Wisler
Slayton had an off-year, and still gained 883
yards, while his back-up at tailback, Ron Stith,
gained over 500. Stith was also an allconference choice.
"Offensively, we've got just about everyone
back from last year's unit and we should be in
good shape," McMillen said. "We've been
working on our execution this week and I think
the offensive unit is really starting to come
around."
The kicking game with newcomer Mike
Marston and veteran Bob Ward should be more
than adequate, and the punting by Marston is
spectacular in comparison to last season.
It could be the best season in Madison's
short football history if the Dukes can start
where they left off last season, however, as the
old addage says, "if" is a small word that
leaves a lot of room for mistakes.
"Yes," agreed Wisler. "but, it leaves a lot
of room for some big plays, too...I think we're
going to be alright this year."
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Fall Golf Schedule
Sept. 16. 1975

Madison vs. Shippensburg,
Dickinson. Gettysburg.
Shepherd. George Mason. &
Hucknell at Shippensburg

Sept. 17. 1975

Madison vs. Indiana State
University at Indiana

Sept. 18. 1975

Madison vs. St. Francis
College at St. Francis

Sept. 19, 1975

Madison vs. St. Vincent
College & Univ. of Pittsburgh
at St. Vincent

'

Sept. 21 & 22

Sept. 26. 1975

Youngstown University Invitational Golf Tournament at
Youngstown
University of Pittsburgh
Invitational Golf Tournament
at Pittsburgh

y

Davidson Stronger This Year
impressive roster.
Davidson is a much improved team over the one that.
lviadison
beat
3-0
in
Harrisonburg last season and
Clemson. a national power,
reportedly has obtained eight
Nigerian players, that have
benched the majority of the
team that beat Madison last
year 5-2.

^(continued from page 14)

and Clemson iS.C.J, on a five
day road trip. •
As far as Vanderwarker is
concerned, the Clemson game
is not on his mind. "I'm
worried about Davidson right
now." adding that the
Davidson team picked up
three new European players.
— contributing to their already

The Clemson Tigers were
the second ranked Division I
team in the South behind
Division I national champion
Howard University in the preseason poll of top soccer
teams in the South.

Howard First In Poll
•Madison College is rated
fifth in the preseason soccer
poll released this week by the
Intercollegiate Soccer
Association of America.
Although the Dukes opened
last week, many, schools will
not open the season until the
weekend.
Howard University, the

defending national champion,
beads the poll of Division I
colleges and universities
located in the South. ,
In the Division II poll.
Federal City College of
Washington, D.C. is first, with
Loyola also receiving several
first place votes.

Goodwin
Named

(to be continued next issue)

Olmstead To Key Golfers
(continued from page 14)

>

Country Club October 8, 9, 9
10.
"We want the team to be
ready for the fall schedule,
particularly our home tournament," commented Balog.
^/Also returning for the
ukes are sophomore's Mark
Pacacha
and
Richard
Caulfield.
Both had outstanding freshman scores in
the NCAA tournament, and
transfer Clark Newton could
emerge as an outstanding
golfer.
Balog is particularly excited about the play of freshman Mike McCarthy, who he
calls one of the finest
prospects he's ever seen.

"He was heavily recruited
among the colleges in the east,
and Madison is fortunate to
have him here," said Balog.
"He's probably one of the best
young players on the east
coast."
Last
season
Madison
posted a 14-3 overall record,
finishing second among Dision
II schools in the state, and
winning the VCAA crown.

END
OF
SUMMER

MUSLINS PRINTS
Ret 2.29

NOW 98*
POLY DOUBLE KNITS
Rsf. 198

NOW 1.98
CHATHAM Plaids and
Solids Reg. 4.91

NOW 98* *
ACRYLIC PLAIDS

Cill. 434-8721
Virgin

A

Hair Cutting A

8th week

A

K-CLOTH REMS
Reg. 1.49

NOW 98'
/'

Reg. 2.49

NOW98(

*1

POLY SATIN PRINTS
Reg. 4.98

NOW 1.50

WHITE BROADCLOTH

BUTCHER LINENS

Spfingmaid ■ Reg. 1.69

Prints and Solids-Reg. 1.69

NOW 98'

FELTW'Colofs72"

NOW 2.98

X

in

i

NOW 98*

NOW 1.98

Reg. 3.98

1

CHILDREN PRINTS

SEERSUCKER .

•

414 42*2

\\ KKK NITES 7:25-9:4(1 SAT.
SIN & HOLIDAYS 1:15-3:205:25 7 :(.")-!•: 40
NATION"S N K W S
MEDIA
MAGAZINES
EXTOL
KI>AVBOY.PLAVG1RL,THE
l'KOl'l.K
READER'S
DIGEST NEWSWEEK,
"THE
GREATEST . AND MOST
REALISTIC FILM IN MOVIE
HISTORY

Special Group Reg. to 2.98

Reg. 2.98

NOW 98*

Coiffures
Lorren
Beauty
Solon

m

Points
70
59
55
49
45
32
30
17
14
9

Madison College has announced the addition of
George Goodwin to the men's
basketball coaching staff.
Goodwin, a native of Jersey
City, N.J. will take over the
duties of George Toliver who
was recently named intramural director at Madison.

FABRIC SALE

Modern Snack Bar

434-7375
48W.
Elizabeth St.

Last year's
record
19:0:0
12:3:0
7:3:1
8:4:0
11:3:3
6:6:2
5:3:5
5:4:4
12:2:1
5:4:3

VIRGINIA

Pas ■■■ Dick his

Specialiaty
At

Y5J°J!i' ! fir-l plaCe VOteS
- ^a^itORSesO
1. HOWARD (7)
2. CLEMSON
3. NAVY
4. GEORGE WASHINGTON
5. MADISON
6. SOUTH FLORIDA
7. MARYLAND
8. WEST VIRGINIA
9. APPALACHIAN STATE
10. VIRGINIA

NtlftlSpAwtC

Valley Lanes
BOWLING

HirrisMkiri

DI

HEALTHFULLY AIR CONDITIONED

11/2 Miles South of
Harrisonburg, Va. on
Route 11 So.
Complete Brunswick Bowling
Installation
Automatic Pin Setters
Bowling Apparel and Supplies

TM

I

Soccer Pol

GENE SCHALLET

The terrifying motion
picture from the
terrifying No. 1 best seller.
She vvos the first.

WHITE FAKE FUR
60" Reg. 7.95

NOW 3.98^

THE
FABRIC SHOP
157 N. MAIN ST. • HARRISONBURG
MON.TUES.-WED.-SAT. 9-5 THUR.-FRI. 9-9

JAWS

ROBERT
ROY SHAW MCtURD
»CR
OREYFUSS
MMTWBft'
WHTOOMTMIKiraUKaaUMI

BUI CK

the shark hero
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